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With Xi Jinping as chair, the 4th plenum of the 18th 

Central Committee of the Communist Party of China 

(CPC) was conducted mid-October in Beijing. Plenums 

are held annually and have different themes as the five-

year term of the incumbent leadership progresses. Last 

year, the Plenum approved a comprehensive reform 

package which stressed that the market would come to 

play a decisive role in China’s socialist market economy. 

The recent 4th plenum focused on the rule of law, a 

first-timer in the history of such meetings.  

By Invitation 

This is the second article in a series about the Chinese 

president Xi Jinping written by Joergen Delman. The first 

article, Xi Jinping: China’s “new normal” leader, was published 

in the October edition of Insightperspectives. 

Joergen Delman works on China’s political economy, politics, 

civil society, climate policies and environmental issues. He is a 

frequent public speaker and media commentator on these 

topics and has lived and worked as a consultant for 

international development organisations, as well as Danish 

and international businesses, in China for 10 years. He has 

worked extensively with and within Chinese government 

organisations at central and local level. Joergen Delman is Co-

coordinator of ThinkChina.dk.  

http://english.peopledaily.com.cn/102775/310499/index.html
http://english.peopledaily.com.cn/102775/310499/index.html
http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/china/2014-10/23/c_133737957.htm
http://forskning.ku.dk/search/?pure=da/persons/115128
http://www.insightperspectives.eu/cui_flipbook/2014_octKKKDDjjd998dH/2014_octKKKDDjjd998dH_v1.html#21/z
http://forskning.ku.dk/search/?pure=da/persons/115128
http://forskning.ku.dk/search/?pure=da/persons/115128
http://www.thinkchina.dk/
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Rule of Law  

Since China started its market reforms in the late 

1970s, the CPC lost its interest in penetrating and 

controlling all spheres of society. The Law was to be 

used as a magic weapon for social control instead. At 

the outset, the general understanding was that the law 

should protect the state and not necessarily its citizens. 

Since then, there have been numerous legal reforms 

that have gradually professionalized procedural 

practices, but efforts to make the CPC and the 

government legally accountable have not gone very far.  

The judiciary is completely controlled by the CPC. This is 

exemplified by the recurrent anti-corruption campaigns 

in which the CPC enjoys a prerogative to open cases 

against fraudulent party members and then decide 

whether the case should go to a court. This only 

happens in a minority of instances. Furthermore, 

leading police officers, procurators and judges are 

subject to CPC appraisal prior to appointment or 

promotion and they declare their loyalty to the Party. 

Finally, while China has an enlightened Constitution 

when it comes to civilian rights, there is no legal 

recourse to the Constitution, even if citizens’ rights are 

violated. 

Prior to the 4th Plenum, international and national 

observers debated whether radical legal reforms were 

on the way. We now know that this was not the case. 

Still, the reforms are quite far reaching. They aim at 

further professionalization of the legal system and the 

legal professions and better legal protection of the 

rights of citizens and their organizations. The 

constitutional basis of the rule of law, government by 

law, and the legal accountability of the party-state 

system were strongly and repeatedly emphasized. 

While these are not novel themes, many of the 

concrete proposals were.  

However, the judiciary is still to be led by the CPC. The 

implication is that the Party’s selective right to extra-

legal status will remain in force, although it may be 

gradually constrained.  

Political risk assessment 

With two years passed and a tough anti-corruption 

campaign and a large number of reform initiatives on 

http://www.chinadailyasia.com/nation/2014-10/20/content_15179894.html
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record, we might ask if Xi Jinping’s leadership is stable? 

Are there risks that we should be aware of? 

The political landscape  

Xi is not a political reformer. He may want to “cage” the 

CPC with the rule of law, but he persistently insists on 

CPC leadership everywhere. Yet the rule of law 

initiatives may still become popular since ordinary 

citizens and enterprises are likely to experience more 

fair treatment in the legal system. The current anti-

corruption campaign is also popular across China.  

The recent pro-democracy demonstrations in Hong 

Kong have challenged the Chinese leadership’s decision 

to implement a “caged” universal suffrage reform in 

the territory. In 2017, all Hong Kong citizens will be able 

to vote for the electable candidates for the position as 

Head of the Hong Kong Government. However, the 

candidates will be nominated by a Committee that 

demonstrators claim to be controlled by Beijing. While 

the demonstrations escalated, the situation was 

managed wisely.  

Referring to Hong Kong law, Beijing expressed 

confidence in the ability of the Hong Kong Leadership 

to handle the situation. This sent a strong signal, not 

least to Taiwan, that the CPC leadership does not want 

to fiddle with Hong Kong’s “one country, two systems” 

framework that could be a model for re-unification 

with Taiwan. 

While social unrest is not a big issue for Xi Jinping now, 

separatist activities in Xinjiang have escalated under 

him. There have been several terrorist assaults inside 

and outside the region. Beijing has dealt decisively with 

the situation through repression in Xinjiang and swift 

legal process against the surviving terrorists. This helps 

enhance Xi’s popularity with the majority of the 

Chinese population. 

The economy 

Barry Naughton, a US economist specialized on China, 

argues that Xi’s continued incremental reform 

approach may work, but that it could be defeated by 

the lack of a clear overall reform strategy and of 

specific plans to break the systemic barriers to 

economic reform that Xi and other leaders are keen to 

tackle. The main focus so far has been on anti-

corruption, reduction of managerial compensation 

packages in SOEs, cautious structural reforms of some 

SOEs, and comprehensive fiscal and budgetary reforms. 

The latter intend to address the skewed revenue 

structure of local governments and not least their 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-china-29054196
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-china-29054196
file:///C:/Users/cbp/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/MTVQ8ANQ/clm45bn-its_all_in_the_execution-struggling_with_the_reform_agenda.pdf
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economic incentives. However, on balance, Naughton 

argues that the reform efforts are quite meagre and 

notes that some regions are pushing reform agendas 

faster than Beijing.  

This may indicate that the central bureaucracy is 

unsure about how to guide, control and monitor local 

reforms, but these dynamics are not unusual and do 

not pose an immediate threat to Xi’s leadership. But Xi 

clearly needs to handle China’s increasingly devastating 

smog problem. To do this, he would have to accept that 

China’s ecological footprint could force a transition 

towards a greener economy, possibly with even lower 

growth. The government is dealing with the challenge 

but it remains to be seen whether the Chinese people is 

patient enough to wait for the solutions to take effect. 

This is a considerable dilemma for Xi. 

A new role for superpower China  

Xi has actively re-asserted and redefined China’s 

international role, not least in Asia. He does not shy 

away from tough responses when China’s core interests 

are at stake, e.g. in relation to territorial conflicts with 

Japan and the neighbours around the South China Sea. 

But small skirmishes have not led to military 

engagement so far, since there is still considerable 

room for political solutions. Furthermore, China has no 

interest in intimidating its neighbours unnecessarily. 

China is also behind the new Asian Infrastructure 

Investment Bank which is seen as an alternative to the 

World Bank. China has a preference for international 

institutions with more Chinese influence than she has 

in those that were established when the Western 

powers dominated the world.  

Xi’s ship in plain waters 

During his first two years in power, Xi Jinping has 

focused on political, ideological and organizational 

consolidation, rather than on radical structural political 

and economic reforms. The lack of substantial reform 

enthusiasm may hit him at a later stage. His apparent 

tendency to take centre stage and play strong man may 

hit him as a boomerang if the problems to be 

addressed by the reforms get worse.  

So far, he has proven to be politically, ideologically and 

organizationally astute which is essential for a leader of 

CPC and China. He has managed to challenge some of 

the vested interests in the CPC, he has cautioned if not 

scared the bureaucracy to toe the Party line, he has 

addressed many of the concerns of ordinary people, 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-china-29564203
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-china-29564203
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and he has demonstrated that China is increasingly 

powerful internationally.  

Xi’s priority is to maintain the uncontested power 

monopoly of the CPC. As captain of the CPC ‘s super 

tanker, he may change some of the procedures on 

board, turn some of the handles, shine up parts of the 

ship, fire some of the crooked officers and replace 

some of the machinery, but the ship follows the stable 

course set by his predecessors. No external shocks 

seem to be able to rock the ship, and there is no 

apparent risk of mutiny on board. The majority of 

ordinary Chinese expect the ship to deliver the fuel 

needed for continued improvement of their welfare. 

 

The author of this article, Mr. Delman, was a speaker  

on Insightview’s China mini-seminar. His presentation 

(slides) about China’s political power structure and 

decision-making is available in the July edition of 

Insightperspectives.  
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